CASE STUDY

Papa Gino’s:
Digitally Transforming
New England’s
Favorite Pizzeria
BACKGROUND
Having opened its first location
in 1961, Papa Gino’s rose to
prominence in the New England
region during the golden age
of the local pizzeria. With large
open-space dining rooms that
featured jukeboxes on each
of their iconic red and white
gingham tabletops, Papa Gino’s
quickly became a favorite spot
for local communities to come
together and host birthday
parties, team dinners, and “All
You Can Eat” pizza events. For
decades, Papa Gino’s remained
an institution that millions of New
Englanders proudly touted as
their hometown pizzeria.
As the casual dining industry
evolved and more restaurant
concepts entered the space,
Papa Gino’s found itself in a
difficult position. Not only was
there more competition for its
core dine-in customer, but there
was a fundamental shift toward
take-out and delivery within the
pizza vertical. The large dining
rooms that were once filled
with families years ago now sat
vacant and outdated.

CHALLENGES

Being a beloved New England brand
that had been a part of hundreds of
local communities for decades, Papa
Gino’s had three distinct advantages over
the competition. They had a very loyal
customer base, a tremendous amount of
historical transaction data available, and
they had the ability to communicate with
guests at scale through their owned digital
channels - primarily email, social media, and
their website. The challenge that Papa
Gino’s faced was that technical limitations
prevented them from being able to
leverage these advantages together,
making it difficult to build a meaningful
relationship with guests outside of their
dining rooms.
Because its sales, marketing, and customer
engagement platforms all housed
data in discrete systems that could not
communicate with one another, Papa Gino’s
was forced to rely on mass communication
channels in which all customers, regardless
of their purchase behavior or level of
engagement with the brand, received the

same messaging at the same time.
If Papa Gino’s was to succeed in building
customer relationships that thrived outside
of its dining room walls, it would need a way
to tailor its communications around how,
when, and where individuals interacted with
the brand.
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DATA SILO S CAU SED BY TECHNICAL LIMITATI O NS P RE V E NT E D
PAPA GINO’ S FROM BEING ABLE TO LEVER AG E T H E I R VAST
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With a business model that had
relied on its dine-in experience
for decades, Papa Gino’s knew
it had to shift its focus toward
building customer relationships
that lived outside of its brick
and mortar footprint if it was
going to survive in this new
environment.
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SOLUTION
To address Papa Gino’s technical limitations, Vice
President of Digital Marketing Jesse Erhartic
spearheaded a project to integrate its various
sales, marketing, and customer engagement
platforms into a single Customer Data Platform
(CDP).
Through this unified platform, data could now
be pulled from multiple sources, scrubbed, and
combined to create a single customer profile
that incorporated dozens of inputs such as
transaction history, social media engagement,
communication preferences, and more. This data
could then be used in real-time across marketing
channels such as email, text messaging, and
social media to create dynamic, highly targeted
messaging sequences based on an individual’s
purchase behavior and the channels in which he
or she was most likely to engage with the brand.
With its Customer Data Platform operational, Papa
Gino’s had a solution that enabled it to use its vast
amounts of data to more effectively communicate
with its customers, resulting in a more cohesive,
personalized guest experience across its digital
channels.
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BY IMPLEMENTING A CUSTO MER DATA PLATFO RM THAT COU LD INCORPO RATE DOZENS OF DATA
SOU RCES INTO A UNIFIED PRO F ILE FO R EACH O F ITS GUESTS, PAPA GINO’ S WAS ABLE TO CRE AT E A
TAILORED CUSTO MER EX PERIENCE ACROSS ITS DIGITAL CHANNELS.

No longer confined to broadcast messaging, Papa Gino’s saw
immediate improvements in its ability to engage with new
and existing guests across its digital marketing channels.
This new data-centric approach to communication and
analysis would guide all customer acquisition and retention
strategies at Papa Gino’s moving forward.
Next-Gen Customer Segmentation & Reporting - The
Customer Data Platform enabled Papa Gino’s to segment its
communications and track performance around key Customer
Behavior Trends such as guest frequency, average order
value, day-part (lunch vs. dinner customers), acquisition
channel, customer lifetime value, and more. By tailoring the
content in its messaging to these segments, Papa Gino’s saw
dramatically improved customer engagement metrics across
all of its marketing channels.

Customer-Level Communication Journeys - Communications
could also be targeted around where an individual lived
within the customer lifecycle. Papa Gino’s saw great success
in its proactive guest recovery efforts as lapsing customers
could now be identified and enticed back through a series of
emails or text messages featuring time-sensitive, high value
offers that created a sense of urgency and drove incremental
transactions.
Additionally, new customers were welcomed to the Papa
Gino’s brand through a set of tailored communications which
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not only offered insights into its storied history and ties to the
New England community, but also featured special discounts
and perks aimed at establishing brand loyalty early in the
customer lifecycle. These efforts increased new customer
revenue by $5.3M in its first year alone.
Marketing Efficiency - Because Papa Gino’s was able to
leverage real-time customer insights and communicate so

Explosive Growth in
Customer Engagement

Strategic Shifts in Customer
Behavior

Real-time dynamic database
segmentation combined with marketing
automation became the driving force
behind reaching the right customers
with the right message in the right
channel at the right time.
As a result, Papa Gino’s saw explosive
growth in engagement rates across its
digital marketing channels.
Email Program Results

3.5x Growth in email open rate
4x Growth in email click through rate
15% Growth in annual guest value
Text Messaging Results

14x

Growth in coupon redemption
rate compared to broadcast emails

7.5x Growth in open rate compared
to broadcast emails

efficiently, it could also be more tactical with how it used
discounting to shift customer behavior. Rather than send
discounts to everybody in their database, including those
who were likely to visit without one, Papa Gino’s could now
hand pick who received them, when, and in which marketing
channels. This ultimately led to increases in guest frequency,
average order value, lifetime value, and overall margins within
Papa Gino’s digital channels.

Papa Gino’s could now shift customer
behavior within opportunity segments
by rewarding desired behaviors.
To incentivize guests to order online,
Papa Gino’s ran automated campaigns
in which phone-in customers were
offered highly discounted, single-use
coupons that were valid toward their
first online order. Not only did this drive
trial of the website, but many of these
guests moved exclusively to online
ordering as it offered a clean, highly
visual user experience which improved
order accuracy.
As a result of targeted initiatives such
as this, Papa Gino’s online sales mix
grew 66%, becoming its largest sales
channel. The shift toward online
ordering also helped lower labor costs
as restaurants no longer required
dedicated staff to answer phones
during peak hours.
New Dynamic Segmentation
Opportunities
•

Guest Frequency - Heavy, Medium, Low

•

Guest Life Stage - New, Lapsing, Lapsed

•

Day-part - Lunch, Dinner, Weekday,
Weekend

•

Order Source - Online, Phone, Walk-in

•

Order Type - Dine-in, Pick-up, Delivery

Customer Acquisition Improvements
Lifetime Value Analysis
Papa Gino’s was now able to assess
Customer Lifetime Value as a key metric
when evaluating its marketing mix.
Historically, marketing campaigns had
been evaluated on their ability to drive
transactions quickly, which favored
unsustainable promotions that drove
short-term transactions at the expense
of margin. This approach simultaneously
discounted initiatives which yielded
low frequency, high value customers.
By evaluating Customer Lifetime Value,
Papa Gino’s could focus its efforts
on channels which generated more
business over the long term.
Lead Generation Efficiency
By analyzing its data more effectively,
Papa Gino’s could segment its most
profitable customers and target ad
campaigns to new potential customers
who shared common traits. This ability
to get granular with its media buying
helped cut customer acquisition costs
considerably.
Cross-channel Marketing
Cross-platform insights enabled
Papa Gino’s to launch an automated
campaign in which existing guests
who were not part of the text
message program would receive
emails encouraging them to join. This
helped grow a recently launched Text
Messaging program to over 100,000
signups in under 8 months.

Jesse Erhartic is an award-winning former Digital Marketing Executive with over 15 years
experience consulting for top national brands such as Chipotle, Verizon, and Keurig.
As the youngest member of the Executive Leadership Team at Papa Gino’s Pizzeria &
D’Angelo Grilled Sandwiches, Jesse ran the digital marketing department and led the digital
transformation efforts for two of New England’s most iconic restaurant brands, nearly doubling
online sales during his tenure.
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Jesse started his own digital consultancy, Digital
Handyman Solutions, aimed at helping small and medium sized businesses gain access to the
same knowledge, tools, and guidance embraced by top national brands.
To contact Jesse Erhartic, please visit www.TheDigitalHandyman.Pro

